MINUTES OF DISCUSSION ON 19TH MARCH 2020

1. Wardens and Dean Students reported status of hostel vacating – it is now almost complete. 11 more students have left.
2. FIC-Housing updated the situation, more clear picture will emerge on 20th March 2020
3. All further requests for allowing to stay on campus submitted without any reasons were turned down.
4. One thermal scanner has reached NISER.
5. Bus services revised plan discussed and finalized – will be circulated to members list for inputs and then put in place from Monday.
6. So far we have 94 responses on Google forms for NISER residents. The total number so far is 269.
7. Registrar updated the status of meeting with Secretary Health, Government of Odisha. Shops to be closed after 6 PM. Inter State Bus services will be stopped.
8. Tomorrow we will meet with UGCI, PGCI, Dean AA to make a plan for the resumption of academic activities.
9. Doctors said no reported cases of COVID-19 like symptoms in the campus.